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AN ITALIAN FEAST IN ROMAN GARDENS

HAND-PICKED GELATO

A PRIVATE PALACE IN ROME

After a short orientation tour of Rome, we arrive for a
sumptuous welcome lunch at the Parco dei Principi Hotel –
also our home for the next three nights. One of the only
hotels in Rome with an outdoor pool, the Parco dei Principi,
with its Royal Italian décor, is a calm oasis away from the
hustle and bustle of the city streets of Rome.

What better way to spend the first morning than with a
walking tour by one of our knowledgeable and charismatic
guides. Sharing historic tales, we take in wonderful sights
including Trevi Fountain, the Spanish Steps and Piazza
Navona to name but three. There’s the obligatory mid-tour
gelato stop at the superb Giolitti, the oldest gelato shop in
Rome, too. Having selected from the tempting and
colourful array we perch outside for little more than a
minute while expert waiters bring10 delicate glasses of
gelato out at a time – an impressive act of choreography in
itself.

A tour of the Colosseum is in store for day three, again
accompanied by our second-to-none guides who help us
to visualise the magnificent structure and its gruesome
history. Then it’s onward to lunch where Mama’s famous
lasagne comes accompanied by a fine Chianti chased down
by home-made tiramisu. We sit, chat, eat and drink before
heading back to the hotel for a dip in the pool. Our fantastic
trip is topped by a gala dinner held in the Palazzo Colonna, a
glorious and private palace in Rome. Taken privately for
dinner we can marvel at the magnificent palace in all its
glory – including a walk through the breathtaking Gallery for
drinks and canapes in the beautiful palace garden. A
sumptuous four-course dinner, fine wines and impeccable
service is enjoyed in the spectacular ballroom with three
tenors evoking tears of emotion as they fill the room with
operatic indulgence. Truly a night that will live long in the
memory.

After a couple of hours in the sun, our first night dinner
kicks the trip off in true Italian style with a huge feast served
in Roman open-air gardens. The food and wine are
seemingly endless, boasting generous platters of cheese,
meats, salads and pasta to name a few. Under the watchful
eye of Chef Luigi and his team, we also have the fun of
spinning our own pizza dough and cooking them in
traditional ovens. Munching slices of hand-crafted pizza to
the sound of a local five-piece band certainly sets the trip
off to a strong start. And to cap off a fabulous, immersive
and truly Italian first night, a group of pizza acrobats dazzle
with some unusual but nevertheless very impressive
entertainment. Who knew you could throw a pizza that
high?

A well-deserved lunch stop, and a cold beer then awaits at
the fabulous Casa Bleve, a famous Rome trattoria – taken
exclusively for us.
Then it’s back to the hotel for an afternoon at leisure. With
such a busy day under our belt it’s just a short stroll from
hotel bedrooms to poolside tables for dinner. It’s a beautiful
and balmy open-air setting, with tables set up around the
outdoor pool, ambient lighting set to classical Italian
background music.

This is an example of an itinerary for 160 people (80 room).
All our itineraries are completely bespoke and subject to
suitability and availability.

DAY BY DAY
Date

Day 1

Morning

Guests to check in for flight to Rome.

A member of Ulterior staff will be at the airport to meet
guests and hand out their travel documents.
Morning departures to Rome from UK airports.

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Noon
Arrivals into Rome Airport.

Italian feast dinner in the gardens with pizza making.

Transfer to Parco Dei Principi for a private welcome lunch
buffet.

Overnight at Parco Dei Principi.

Private check in and time at leisure.

Breakfast at leisure in the hotel.

Lunch at Casa Bleve.

Walking city tour of Rome with local guides including ice
cream stop.

Return to the hotel for afternoon at leisure.

Breakfast at leisure in the hotel.

Lunch at Enoteca Capranica.

Guided tour of the Colosseum and Roman Forum.

Return to the hotel for afternoon at leisure.

Breakfast at leisure in the hotel.

Return flights back to the UK.

Morning transfers to Rome Airport.

Night

Pre-dinner drinks in the ballroom followed by dinner around
the hotel swimming pool.
Overnight at Parco Dei Principi.

Gala dinner at Palazzo Colonna with private viewing of the
galleries.
Overnight at Parco Dei Principi.

GET IN TOUCH. LET’S TALK ABOUT YOUR
NEXT INCENTIVE. THROW AROUND SOME
IDEAS. OR JUST PICK OUR BRAIN.
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